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This report on the electromagnetic and magnetic surveys is 

submitted under the Special Provision dated October 16th, 1967 for 

credit of 80 work days per claim. The person in charge of the 

geophysical surveys was W.F. Gilman. The line clearing and re-chaining 

was done by W. F. Gilman.



_____TOWNSHIP PROPERTY

Location; - The Keith Township Property consists of 4 contiguous unpatented 

mining claims numbered P504744, 45 and 46. The northwest claim is numbered 

P500414. This claim and claim P504746 abut against the east boundary of the 

patented New Joburke (Cenex) property.

Access: - The 4 claims are bisected by a gravel road that connects with the 

Palomar gravel road 50 miles west of Timmins on the Timmins-Foleyet Highway. 

The claim road crosses the main C.N.R. rail line 2000 feet to the east of the 

east claim boundary.

Linecutting; - The base line used for the work was cut by a contractor for 

Noranda Exploration some years previous. This base line was cleared and 

re-chained. Six north south picket lines averaging 1700 feet in length cut 

from this base were cleared and re-chained. Five picket lines originally 

cut for Dome Mines intersect the east west gravel road at precise 400 feet 

intervals and these lines were re-chained and cleared and formed the grid 

for the two northern claims. Two new picket lines were cut on the west side 

of the Dome lines for a 1500 total length. These 2 lines were extended onto 

McKeith Lake in December and readings taken at 100 feet picketed stations over 

1500 feet on the ice. In total, 6,500 feet of old lines and 2,500 feet of 

base line was cleared and re-chained while 1,500 feet of new line was cut.

Electromagnetic Surveys; - Two distinct electromagnetic surveys were 

performed over the 4 claim group. The instrument used initially was a 

Crone J.E.M., dual frequency unit, capable of operation at 480 and 1800 

cycles per second. This work was performed in the field December 3-5, 

and December 17, 18 and 28. Drafting of results and plan preparation was done 

on January 4 through 19, 1978. Cold weather contributed to an extension of 

the period needed to complete the E.M. surveys due to minor malfunctions 

caused mainly by icing of apparatus.

The Crone J.E.M. consists of two identical audiofrequency coils, 

amplifier boxes, inclinometers, and 18 volt battery sources. The coils are 

used alternately as transmitting coils and receiving coils. A separation 

distance of 200 feet is maintained between the coils when utilizing the 

instrument in the shootback method. This method employs the moving source
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Lnductive system   the transmitter and receiver are moved simultaneously 

along a traverse line, maintaining a constant separation distance, in this 

case, 200 feet. Readings are taken at every 100 foot station, or at 50 

foot stations if conductivity is noted.

At each station, two readings of tilt angles are taken. The transmitting 

coil is held with the coil axis at a constant angle to the horizontal, in the 

plane of the traverse. It is energized by the 18 volt battery source, 

resulting in the production of a primary magnetic field. This primary 

magnetic field links with any conductor in its vicinity, producing an induced 

current which gives rise to a secondary magnetic field. At a given receiving 

station, the direction and magnitude of the primary field is altered by the 

secondary field. The direction of the resultant field is determined by means 

of the receiving coil with its attached inclinometer. It measures the tilt 

angle of the resultant field, which is the degree of dip that the resultant 

field tilts away from the vertical in the plane of the transmitter coil axis 

and the traverse. The receiving coil is simply rotated in this plane until 

a null is determined, and this null is the point at which the reading is 

taken. The role of the two coils is then reversed the transmitter is 

oriented to become the receiver coil and the receiver coil is oriented to 

become a transmitter coil. The procedure is repeated and another- tilt angle 

is determined. The sum of these two readings is the resultant tilt angle, 

and it is the amplitude of the conductivity between the coils. If no 

conductors are detected, the resultant tilt angle is zero. The presence of 

a conductor will, however, cause a disturbance to the symmetry of the 

primary field, and the resultant tilt angle will not be zero. After the 

resultant tilt angle is determined, the two coils are advanced to the next 

stations, where the procedure is repeated.

In this particular survey, the datum point is the mid point between 

the chief's position and the helper's position. Normally readings up to 

2 degrees are considered to be within the range of human and instrument 

error, so they are considered to be non-anomalous. Because of the unique 

orientation and procedure employed in the shootback method, topographic 

effects are cancelled out. As well as recording the tilt angles, the null 

widths are also recorded, to assist in the interpretation of the conductors.
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The results of the J.E.M. survey are shown on the appropriate print 

accompanying this report. A total of 243 readings were taken in this survey.

A single conductor was encountered at the southwest corner of claim 

P500414. It shows a rather weak but significant anomaly with good continuity 

but shallow dip angles. This anomaly was subsequently drilled and found to be 

lenses of massive graphite with disseminated coarse pyrite. The weak nature 

of the crossover must be attributed to masking overburden. This was found by 

drilling to be several tens of feet of fine white well sorted sand representing 

a glacio-lacustrine feature.

A response of the high frequency was encountered on the northwest portion 

of the property but this corresponded exactly with the trace of the main 

railroad line. This area was subsequently surveyed with another electro 

magnetic system to determine its significance.

As the results of the J.E.M. survey were inconclusive it was decided 

to attempt further geophysical surveying with an instrument with deeper 

penetration. After experimentation on cut lines on the patented claims to 

the west over a known anomaly it was decided to survey the claims to the east 

with a vertical loop.

The instrument used was a McPhar VLEM dual frequency unit capable of 

operation at 1000 hertz, 5000 hertz, or both frequencies simultaneously.

The equipment consists of a transmitter and a receiver.

The transmitter is composed of a transmitter coil, transmitter console, 

and motor generator. The receiver is composed of a search coil, amplifier, 

clinometer and headphones.

The transmitter coil is energized by an alternating current produced 

by a motor generator; resulting in a primary magnetic field. This primary 

magnetic field links with any conductor in its vicinity, producing an 

induced current which gives rise to a secondary magnetic field. At a 

given receiving station, the direction and magnitude of the primary field 

is altered by the secondary field. The direction of the resultant field is 

determined by means of a search coil with its attached clinometer. Measure 

ments are made in terms of dip angles and are recorded in degrees. The 

plotting of the dip angles at both frequencies gives profiles which are
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useful in estimating the depth of the conductor axis, the dip of the 

conductor and its relative conductivity.

The range of penetration is normally considered to be approximately 

one-half the separation distance between the transmitter and receiver, 

although other factors such as the conductivity of the overburden must also 

be taken into consideration.

The results of the vertical loop survey are shown on the print 

accompanying this report. A total of 422 readings were taken to complete 

this survey.

A strong east trending anomaly projects 600 feet east from the 

patented claims onto claim P500414, 350 feet north of the south boundary 

of the claim on Line CN 4E. It was not detected 400 feet east on DL 2E. 

As recounted previously this anomaly was subsequently drilled and several 

graphite lenses were intersected. According to the vertical loop the 

graphite lenses out to the east and the high frequency indicates much 

greater overburden which was certainly indicated by the topography during 

the survey.

Only two minor anomalies were detected with the remainder of the work. 

These occur only on one line and no evidence of their continuation is 

present on adjacent lines. With the absence of supportive data no detail 

work was done.

On the northeast portion of the 4 claim group strange high tilt angles 

occur on DL18 and 22E. As these extended beyond the area they were not 

pursued.

Magnetic Survey; - The field magnetic survey was done December 28 to 30, 

1977, and the office compilation and drafting was done January 4 to 6 and 

on the 11, 12 and 19 of January, 1978. The instrument used was a McPhar 

Fluxgate Magnetometer Model M-700.

Base readings were taken at points on the lines 500 feet north of the 

base line where the Cenex access road crosses the claims. Readings were 

taken at the base control stations at periodic intervals to discern diurnal 

drift and day to day variance. Any changes noted on the magnetic intensity 

were then applied as factors, and progressive adjustments were made to each 

reading taken during that specific period of time.
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The results of the magnetic survey are shown on the accompanying print. 

Readings were taken at 406 stations at 50 foot intervals. Background was 

considered to be about 1300 gammas. There was only slight magnetic relief 

over the area surveyed. Contouring of isomagnetic stations indicated only 

the general east west formational trend and did not distinguish individual 

rock units. The area is underlain by volcanic flows and pyroclastic units 

of intermediate composition and various thin sedimentary deposits of limited 

length and width which formed within the volcanic rocks during periods of 

quiescence. There is no pronounced variation in magnetism between types. 

Lenses of iron formation which were anticipated as present within the 

volcanic assemblage were not encountered. The possibility of detecting 

iron formation was one of the prime reasons for the magnetic survey. No 

significant fold patterns emerged from contouring of the limited area 

surveyed. Previous geophysics had indicated some possible faulting but 

this was not substantiated by magnetic results.

The presence of east west trending basic volcanic rocks was detected 

by the somewhat higher readings along the north margin of the claims. This 

was substantiated by examination of rock exposures which corresponded with 

locally higher readings.

Check work around a few isolated magnetic highs revealed no evidence 

of di-polar effects.

Warren F. Gilman.
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Type of Survey(s) Geophysical (Electromagnetic s Magnetic)
Township or Area Keith Township ———^——————————
Claim Hnlder(s) Mining Corporation of Canada Limited,

Box 2007, South Porcupine, Ontario.
(Licence Survey Hnmpany Mining Corporation of Canada T- 618)

Author of Report W. F. Oilman _^_________________
Address of Anther 422 Murdoch Avenue, Timmins, Ontario.

19/77 to May 19/78.Covering Dates of Survey 

Total Miles of Line r...t 1500
(linecutting to office)

cut - 19000' cleared-rechained

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

DAYS
  L-i per claim 
Geophysical

/f^\
—Electromagnetic— s~ ~^
—Magnetometer.——LiP-
—Radiometric——
—Other vertical loero/EM

Geological -^^^—————— 
Geochemical—————————

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credit! do not apply to airborne turveyi)

Magnetometer. 

HATF.. May 19

.Electromagnetic. . Radiometric
(enter days per claim)

SIGNATURE:

* o
Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.

l, -'; 7
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

..5.P.17.11 
(number)
504745

P 

P

504746*"ccnf
500414

\

TOTAL CLAIMS.



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS -- If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations. 
Station interval --— 
Profile scale ——-^^
rontonr interval

211

100' magnetometer 50 '

~ I inch

Magnetometer 20 gammas .

.Number of Readings
Xine spacing_____400 feet

CMRT

Instrument McPhar Fluxgate Model M-700 

Accuracy - Scale constant 2 0 x ?er scale division 

Diurnal correction method. loops Of less than 1 hour duration

Base Station check-in interval (hours). 30 minutes

Station location and value P l claim P 504745 (1460 8) P 4 claim P504745 (1480 8) 
DL 2E Station 0-0 (1460 8) L 164E Station 5N (1470 8)

IC

ROMAGN

ELE

Instrument Crone Junior E. M. dual frequency unit

Coil configuration . 
Coil separation 200 

Accuracy ——— 
Method:

line

1.5 to 2.0

C] Fixed transmitter
480 H z 1 800 Hz

Shoot back O In line d Parallel line

measured.
(specify V.L.F. station)

Degrees of dip of resultant E.M.F.

VITY

G

Instrument
constant.

Corrections made.

Base station value and location .

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument

INDUCED POLARIZATION

Method 1 1 Time Domain
Parameters — On time ———————————————

Z* Off time
Ŝ
r Pelay time

H W Integration time
1/3
rt Pnwpr
K

Electrode array ————————————————————
Electrode spacing ————————————————— —

Tvoe of electrode —-, — . ————————————

1 1 Frequency Domain 
Frequency
Range

t



SELF POTENTIAL

Instrument -—^—————-^—--^-—.—.^———^-—————————.^.....^^ Range.
Survey Method ———————————————————————————————————————————

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC

Instrument.
Values measured.
Energy windows (levels)-—^-——————————-——.—.————^—..^—...^——^.—.
Height of instrument.——.—^———^———.——-—..——————^Background Count.
Size of detector^^-^-——^.^-^--——————-^-—.^——-.^——.^——.——..^.——.—— 
Overburden ̂ —————^^—^———^————-.———-.———.^—.————————^——

(type, depth — include outcrop map)

OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.)
Type of survey _____ Vertical loop Electromagnetic from stationary transmitter
Instrument _______ McPhar VLEM SS 15

o 
Accuracy ________ 2 per scale division -^^^————-^——————————^———^
Parameters mpusnrpH Strength of secondary magnetic field induced by primary electrical 
_____________ current in degrees of dip. —————————————.———^^—-—————
Additional information (for understanding ™.it.) High (5000 Hz) Low (1000 Hz) dual reading 

in degrees from clinometer on receiver of secondary electrical current produced by 
magnetic field resulting from induced electrical current from fixed source.

AIRBORNE SURVEYS 

Type of survey(s) ——— 
Instrument(s) —————

(specify for each type of survey)

Accuracy—^—-^—^—————^———
(specify for each type of survey) 

Aircraft used—^^——^———^——-^——————————-^^————

Sensor altitude-
Navigation and flight path recovery method.

Aircraft altitude——..^——......——-^—.—^——.-.——....^—^^—Line Spacing——
Miles flown over total area————.^————,..——..^———..—.——.Over claims only.



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - PROCEDURE RECORD

Numbers of claims from which samples taken.

Total Number of Samples. 
Type of Sample.

(Nature of Material)
Average Sample Weight.^^^—^^^— 
Method of Collection—————————

Soil Horizon Sampled. 
Horizon Development. 
Sample Depth———— 
Terrain—————————

Drainage Development-
Estimated Range of Overburden Thickness.

SAMPLE PREPARATION
(Includes drying, screening, crushing, ashing)

Mesh size of fraction used for analysis ———^

ANALYTICAL METHODS
Values expressed in: per cent

p. p. m. 
p. p. b.

Dn
D

Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni, Co, Ag, Mo, As,-(circle) 

Others ' _____________________
Field Analysis (.——— 

Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method- 
Reagents Used——

Field Laboratory Analysis
No. ——————————
Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method - 
Reagents Used ——-

Commercial Laboratory (. 
Name of Laboratory—— 
Extraction Method—— 
Analytical Method—— 
Reagents Used—————

.tests)

-tests)

.tests)

GeneraL General.
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Horwood Twp.(M-936)

THE TOWNSHIP 
OF

KEITH
DISTRICT OF

SUDBURY

PORCUPINE
MINING DIVISION 

SCALE: M NCH-4O C HAINS

LEGEND

PATENTED LAND
CROWN LAND SALE

LEASES
LOCATED LAND
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION

MINING RIGHTS ONLY

SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
ROADS
IMPROVED ROADS
KING'S HIGHWAYS

RAILWAYS
POWER LINES

MARSH OR MUSKEG

MINES
CANCELLED 
PATENTED S.R.O.

or

C.S.

Loc.

L.O. 

M.R.O. 

S.R.O.

c.
e

NOTES

400 Surface Rights Reservation along the 
shores of all lakes and rivers.

Survey lines marked thus:--         for 
control only. Claims classified as being in 
unsubdivided territory- March 7, 1947  

Surveyor General.

Flooding

Flooded areas along Groundhog River 
and tributaries to contour elev. III?' 
under L.O. 7746 . File 75166.

Areas withdrawn from staking under Section
43 of the Mining Act, R.S.0.1970 (s*c.42,R.S.O i960). 

Order No. File Date Disposition

W 21 f 7 8

155263
160750

163006

188509

27/12 m
8/5/78

S. R O.

S.R. 8 M R 

S. R.O.

S R O.

DATE OE ISSUE 

JUN - 61978

SURVEYS AND MAPPINGi 
^BRANCH

PLAN NO.- M- 962
ONTARIO

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH
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